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Address KALKAN FIRÇA VE ENDÜSTRİYEL ÜRÜNLER SAN. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ. 
Ikitelli Org. San. Bölgesi F Blok 
Sa. Sitesi F Blok No:3 
34306 Basaksehir - Istanbul

Country Türkiye

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Cylinder brushes are used in horizontal and vertical glass washing machines. Manufactured in two forms as spiral and stapled brushes. Brush bristles
selected through experience and care ensure washing of standart and coated glass without damaging its surface. 

Glass washing brushes we manufacture are used by leader companies of European, Asian and Turkish Glass Industy in automobile glass lines,
laminated glass lines, dyes, acid, mirror, sandblasting and bavelling machines. 

Users may configure their own brush through modular segment brush system (MSF) we have created. Thus, an effective alternative is provided by
ensuring significant savings in production, transportation and storage costs.
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